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Control - Why is it important?
Trust is at an all time low.
It disproportionately impacts bottom line business outcomes.

The relationship between data sharing and trust is becoming clearer.
But people distrust many of the organisations they’re currently sharing data with.
Individuals face increasing risk of manipulation, along with
a variety of other harms that aren’t yet well understood.
The ineﬀectiveness of the current model is resulting in
billions of unrealised economic beneﬁt.
A variety of regulatory, technological and behavioural forces
are forcing us to look in the mirror and ask:
Is this a trajectory we want to re-inforce?

For some practical advice on how
to close the trust gap, click here.

Control - Why it’s a challenge?
Today people passively share their data. Consumer Data
Right, and many similar initiatives, are asking people to
‘actively’ share their data.
The current sociopolitical context - from the architecture of the web
through to defacto business models - makes this hard.
As a result, we need to design information sharing ecosystems that
are safe and supportive of active consumer choice. More speciﬁcally,
we need to design for consumer and organisational behaviour
change.

Passive data sharing is the way in which
individuals primarily interact with digital
products and services today. They have
limited control and agency. They don’t
have equal access to tools and
technologies that enable them to use
their data for their beneﬁt. As we’ve
already established, this is not
something people ‘feel’ good about.

Active data sharing is a diﬀerentiated
state in which people have control and
agency. They have simple, safe and
eﬀective tools that support them in
using their data in ways that beneﬁt
them (or causes they care about).

Designing for behaviour change

Designing for agency

Passive data sharing

Active data sharing

Control - What is it?
Control is a function within our (>X) deﬁnition of managing consent.

People being able to eﬀectively appropriate
value from the data they share while having
control and being informed of what data is
shared, why, with whom, and for how long.

Value appropriation: understanding
the expected outcomes the data
sharing enables upfront and having
indicators of tangible progress provided
to realise it

Active data sharing should facilitate experiences that
are valuable, meaningful and engaging.

Control: the power to inﬂuence the
outcome of an experience through the
assertion of an active and informed
choice

What it is not...

Giving consumers lots of choices and preferences

Just adding a toggle or choice interaction pattern

Telling people they have it when they don’t

Some relevant UX principles:
Hick’s Law
The time it take to make a decision increases with the
number and complexity of choices available.

Miller’s Law
The average person can only keep 7 (plus or minus 2)
items in their working memory.
See more at the Laws of UX by Jon Yablonski

Data Trust by Design Principles

Where it applies

1. Context

2. Consent

3. Connect

4. Conﬁrm

5. Manage

Managing consent and
connections

These are all touch points to build trust by
enabling consumer agency to be exercised

Revocation
Terms modiﬁcation
Re-authorisation
Right to delete and SARs
Preference settings

Upfront consent

Just in Time consent

Consent Management and Revocation

Implementation considerations

1

Collaborate deeply with customers and always work to support them in exercising their agency

2

Limit any trade oﬀs on comprehension when trying to simplify consent life cycle interactions

3

Always provide consequence clariﬁcation before and after active choices are made

4

Embed privacy enabling technologies in your stack that provide for more control by default

Progressing as an ecosystem
Learning collaboratively. Improving collectively. Evolving ethically.

The bigger picture
Read our most recent report. Document your ideas and
share them with your colleagues

Take small actions quickly. Develop tiny habits. Evidence your
progress and communicate it to help inspire others.

Download the ‘Humanity Centric
Digital Economy’ report

About me
Working with Greater Than X at the
forefront of the personal information
economy.

We help brands evolve their culture, workﬂows and practices
in such a way they’re able to systematically release veriﬁably
trustworthy, data-enabled products and services to their
customers.

Mat Mytka
Chief Platform Oﬃcer
Greater Than X
Mat’s experience is informed by a diverse career spanning
construction, investigative journalism and documentary ﬁlm,
education, marketing, design and product management. This
enables a unique perspective when understanding and solving
complex business problems.
His experience and passion for privacy, personal data rights,
decentralised tech and digital self-sovereignty spans a decade.
With project experience in digital identity, behavioural design,
decentralised systems, and recent tenures leading platform
product at the information management startup Meeco and
Australian cryptocurrency exchange Bit Trade.

We love coﬀee.
Send us a note

If you’d like to share one with us...

